Rookie Corner - 064

by Beet

Glastonbury
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Across
6 Overheard Beet tell
someone off - very
unsympathetic (3-4)
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8 Florence's topping
bill - gorgeous
person and very
trendy (7)
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10 Partially vicarious
liability (3)
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11 Musical act
cavorting around
naked (7)
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12 Wandering over Hill
extremely idiotic (7)
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13 Treated like a baby playfully imitated
holding tip of nose
(5-3)
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15 Matthew Hoggard
entertained by rock
band? Just the
opposite (3,3)
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18 Won't be long 'til so
muddy (10,5)
20 A large group
dropping the bass on
farmland (6)
22 Loud summer
celebration (8)
25 Debauched MP with
diary is monument to
bygone era (7)
27 Michael Eavis
allows dancing on
what should
primarily be pastureland (7)
28 Musical
collaboration nothing outstanding
by the sound of it (3)
29 Takes herd of cows
away and carousing
results (7)
30 Review poem
written in Old
English (7)

Down
1 Where high-flyers
are found following
Oxford or
Cambridge perhaps?
(6)
2 As heavy rain is
famous feature of
Glastonbury, I learnt
swimming (10)
3 In retrospect it's not
entirely best idea correct (4)
4 First man to work
out what Hoover is
(4)
5 Slight sound of
disgust at parasitic
fungus (6)
7 The globe is
protected by green
uprising - get
involved (7)

8 Enjoyable weekend
for groovy music (4)

23 Attend silent disco
(6)

9 Warrior with heart to
withstand bullies (7)

24 Love big boobs these aren't even (4)

14 Overthrow evil giant
- that's so oldfashioned (4)

26 Music's first class it's made on a dairy
farm (4)

16 Accustomed to drug
use due at revelry
(10)

27 One quarter of 15
was low number
initially (4)

17 Dave (singer, Foo
Fighters) ends up
getting hurt (4)
18 Cover produced by
West. Kanye West?
(7)
19 It's clear would
become desensitised
if taking lithium (7)
21 It shows when
something is
incorrect - but this
isn't (6)

